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Fresh-Cut Tree 
Fresh-Cut trees are pre-tagged with red/white price tag and located 
by the parking area. 
Please ask for assistance at any time. 

Black Hills Spruce 

Shaking and Baling Trees 
Shaking and baling should not be done below 28 
degrees.  No charge. 
Trees become brittle and breakage may occur. 
Our goal is to provide you with the highest quality tree. 
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Drilling Tree - PIN Type Stand 
Please request we drill your tree for a PIN type 
tree stand if needed (no charge).   
PIN type stands also available for purchase. 
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Welcome to KTrees! 
Hutchinson’s first local Christmas tree and Landscape tree farm.  Thanks for coming! 

This is a CHOOSE & CUT-YOUR-OWN Christmas tree farm, or you may choose a FRESH-CUT Christmas tree. 
Please park your car        and walk the field. 
There are saws for cutting your tree & sleds/carts to bring it back for processing at the Cut-Your-Own kiosk           
We will shake and bale your tree.  We will drill for PIN stand if needed.  Please ask if you need help to load your tree. 
Most trees are pre-tagged and priced individually based on height, specie, & quality of trees.  Non-tagged trees are 
priced per/ft (Spruce).  If you have any questions, or need help, please ask one of the staff. 
This is a working farm, please be careful of farm type hazards including trip hazards, rocks, stumps, and holes. 

We wish you a safe and very Merry Christmas! 

Choose & Cut-Your-Own Tree 
Please look for trees that are pre-tagged with red/white price t. 
Do not cut a tree with a SOLD tag on it. 
Non-tagged/un-sheared Spruce trees are at $10 per foot  
Saws are sharp.  Have someone tilt tree away from cut to prevent binding 
Please protect your children.  No chains saws. 
The prices are similar for both Fresh-Cut trees verses Cut-Your-Own tree 

      includes Cashier, Shaking, Baling, and Drilling (if needed).  
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